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  in Folk Theorem,     39  
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  115–116  

  noise and its effects on,     130  
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  POW cases as hypothesis test of,     237–238  
  scale used in statistical analyses,     117  
  standardized codings of,     117  
  strategic advantage undermines it,   

  142–143  
  summary of aerial bombing in World War 

II,     254   
  compliance, data on    

  full description of,     159  
  ordinal scale for,     159   
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ratifi cation,     121  
  comparison of effects across 

variables,     130  
  complete description of the data,     147–158  
  correlation in directed dyads,     119  
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  effect of different issues,     127–128  
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on,     165  
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  estimation issues in,     164–166  
  explanation of fi gures showing compliance 

in directed dyads,     119  
  full description of directed dyad analysis of,   

  169–179  
  full description of total compliance in the 

dyad,     179–182  
  individual vs. state violations,     123–124  
  limits of,     118  
  relative magnitude of effects in directed 

dyad analysis,     178–179  
  simultaneity bias in,     165  
  summary of results,     130–131  ,   144–145  
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  constructivism,     10  .    See also  norms: 
constructivist view of  ;   international 
law: constructivist view of 

  characteristics of change in norms,     280  
  evolutionary game theory as critique of,   

  290–291  
  game theoretic critique of,     11–13  
  ineffi ciency of institutions according to,     277  
  mechanisms of change in norms,     277  , 

  279–280  
  misses how power and legitimacy 

complement one another,     319  
  vectors of change in norms,     280   

  Correlates of War    
  changes to interstate war data,     147  
  interstate war data,     117  
  as source of data,     163   

  costly signals    
  defi ntion of,     50   

  criminal model    
  strategic logic of,     306–307  
  strengths and weaknesses with respect to 

terrorism,     309–311  
  vs. combat model,     305–306   

  criminal responsibility    
  of air crews by Japan during World War II,   

  253–254   
  cross-issue retaliation.        See  fi rewalls  
  cultural property, protection of    

  clarifi cation of coding of violations on,     156  
  predictions of model about,     85   

  cultural selection    
  mechanism of change in norms,     279   

  culture    
  affecting compliance on POWs during 

World War II on the Western Front,     215  
  complement to law as explanation of 

treatment of POWs,     234  
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changes slowly compared to policy,   
  235–236  

  as explanation of treatment of POWs 
contrasted to reciprocity and law,     235  

  as explanation for treatment of 
POWs contrasted to strategic 
expectations,     235  

  as explanation for treatment of POWs in 
World War II,     234  

  source of common conjecture,     282   
  culture, military    

  critique of,     270–271  
  defi nition,     254  ,   270  

  response to Legro’s argument about on 
aerial bombing,     254–256  

  summary of argument,     270   
  customary international law    

  contrast with treaty law,     283   
  customary law    

  treaties clearer than,     17     

  data on compliance    
  clarifi cation on specifi c issues,     154–158  
  clarifi cations of violations,     154  
  complete description of,     147–158  
  defi nition of standardized codings,     152–153  
  dimensions of compliance collected,     150  
  examples of major and minor violations by 

issue,     149  
  issues covered,     117  
  limits of,     151  ,   158  
  treatment of cases where violations were not 

possible,     153  
  unit of observation,     117  
  variables collected,     117   

  D-Day    
  nonuse of chemical weapons on,     246   

  declaration of war    
  clarifi cation of coding of violations on,     157  
  statistical analysis of,     167–168   

  democracy.        See  regime type 
  as law-bound states,     114   

  discordant cases of compliance    
  defi nition of,     132  
  table of,     133   

  dominant strategy    
  example of in Prisoners’ Dilemma,     25   

  Doolittle Raid    
  fi rst attempt to bomb Japan,     253  
  Japanese tried air crew,     253   

  Douhet, Guilio    
  theorist of aerial bombing,     250   

  Downes, Alexander    
  critique of his argument about civilian 

victimization,     271–274  
  summary of his argument on civilian 

victimization,     271–272   
  Dresden    

  fi rebombing of,     253   
  duration analysis.        See  survival analysis    

  Eisenhower, General Dwight D.    
  encouraged enemy soldiers to 

surrender,     216  
  tried to keep Bari accident secret,     245   
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  epistemic communities    
  vector of change in norms,     280   

  equilibrium    
  defi nition in game theory,     6    
  defi nition of,     25  
  multiple and institutions,     13  
  Nash, defi nition of,     28  
  as stable pattern of behavior,     25   

  Ethiopia    
  victim of chemical attacks by Italy,     244   

  evolutionary game theory    
  critique of constructivism,     290–291  
  dynamics in,     287–289  
  general result of,     285  
  implications for international law,     289–290  
  laws of war in Ancient Greece example,     289  
  overview of,     283–285  
  summary of results from,     286–287  
  way to select among multiple 

equilibria,     285   
  evolutionary stable strategy    

  defi nition of,     284   
  exchanges of POWs    

  in World War I,     203  
  in World War II, Western Front,     208  , 

  209–210     

  Ferguson, Niall    
  and “captor’s dilemma”,     195  
  critique of “captor’s dilemma”,     195n3   

  fi ctitious play    
  in game theory,     285   

  fi rewalls    
  defi nition of,     81  
  informal description of,     80–81  
  lack of statistical evidence for,     134–136  
  statistical evidence on,     183   

  fi rst violations    
  cases early in war,     141–143  
  cases late in war,     140–141  
  coding rules for dates of,     153  ,   183–186  
  defi nition of early cases of,     142  
  defi nition of late cases of,     140  
  details of survival analysis of,     183–191  
  as evidence of strategic advantage,     141  
  hypotheses on timing of,     88  
  lemma on when to commit,     98–99  
  POW cases as hypothesis test of,     238–239  
  statistical evidence on timing of,     136–140  
  timing of,     76   

  fi rst violations, survival analysis of    
  statistical results on,     187   

  focal point    
  source of common conjecture,     282   

  Folk Theorem,     39  ,   43 
  for games where moves are not directly 

observed,     43   
  formal model of compliance.       See alsocombined 

model  ;   military discipline model  ;   on the 
battlefi eld model  ;   state to state model 

  description of actors,     90  
  informal description of,     71–80  
  summary of testable hypotheses,     86–88  
  table of predictions for specifi c issues,     83   

  formal models    
  as simplifi cations of reality,     24   

  France    
  blockade of Germany and Austria-Hungary 

by during World War I,     257–258  
  German atrocities against civilians during 

World War I,     265–266  
  internment of civilians during World 

War I,     267  
  public commitments not to use gas during 

World War II,     245  
  public pledge not to bomb civilians at 

outbreak of World War II,     251  
  resisted outlawing submarines in the 

interwar period,     260  
  response to fi rst successful chemical 

attack,     242  
  retaliated for German attacks on hospital 

ships during World War I,     259  
  treatment of POWs after it surrendered in 

World War II,     232   
  frequency of violations    

  coding for,     150  
  precedence in coding,     151   

  Fukuoka, incident at,     1    

  game theoretic critique of realism and 
constructivism,     11–13  ,   15  ,   16  

  game theory.        See also  evolutionary game 
theory 

  rational learning in,     285  
  social nature of,     19–20   

   General Belgrano  sinking,     64–65  
  Geneva Convention on POWs 1929,     61 

  Japan signed but did not ratify,     224  ,   236  
  Japanese statement on applicability of 

during World War II,     224  
  negotiation of,     297  
  nonratifi cation by Japan and Soviet 

Union,     206  
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  provisions on POW labor,     206  
  provisions for prisoners of war,     194  
  provisions for punishment of escapees,     211  
  ratifi ed by Germany,     217  
  revision of Hague Conventions,     205  
  Soviet Union did not ratify,     217  
  used in military regulations during 

World War II,     208   
  Geneva Convention on POWs 1949    

  provisions for prisoners of war,     194   
  Geneva Conventions 1949,     61 

  negotiation of,     297  
  unilaterally binding,     316  
  universal ratifi cation of,     315   

  Geneva Protocol on CBW 1925,     61  ,   64 
  ban on use of chemical and biological 

weapons,     243  
  why it held during World War II,     246   

  Geneva, Switzerland    
  escalade incident,     66   

  Germany    
  aerial bombing by in World War I,     249–250  
  announced it would follow prize rules in 

World War II,     260  
  attacks on hospital ships during World 

War I,     259  
  blockade of by Great Britain and France 

during World War I,     257–258  
  chemical attacks on Russia during World 

War I,     243  
  conditions in camps in World War II on 

Eastern Front,     218–219  
  conduct on the high seas during World 

War II,     260–261  
  could not respond to strategic bombing by 

Britain and the United States,     255  
  death rate of Soviet POWs in World War 

II,     206  
  declares unrestricted submarine warfare in 

World War I,     259  
  development of nerve gases,     246  
  did not cooperate with ICRC during World 

War II on the Eastern Front,     218  
  efforts to discourage surrender during World 

War II on Eastern Front,     222–223  
  escalation of aerial bombing during World 

War II,     251–252  
  fi rst successful chemical attack,     242  
  internment of civilians during World War 

I,     267  

  justifi cation of fi rst successful chemical 
attack,     242  

  nonuse of chemical weapons on D-Day 
during World War II,     246  

  plans for handling Soviet POWs during 
World War II,     217–218  

  public commitments not to use gas during 
World War II,     245  

  public pledge not to bomb civilians at 
outbreak of World War II,     251  

  ratifi ed 1929 Geneva Convention on 
POWs,     217  

  strategic bombing of during World War II,   
  252–253  

  submarine attacks on British shipping 
during World War I,     258–259  

  summary executions on the Eastern 
Front,     222  

  treatment of civilians during World War I on 
Eastern Front,     266–267  

  treatment of civilians during World War II,   
  267–268  

  treatment of civilians on Western Front of 
World War I,     265–266  

  treatment of French POWs after surrender 
in World War II,     232  

  treatment of Italian POWs after surrender in 
World War II,     232  

  treatment of Polish POWs during World 
War II,     235  

  treatment of POWs by Soviet Union after 
end of World War II,     233  

  use of chemical weapons against Soviet 
Union during World War II,     244  

  willingness to bomb civilians during World 
War II,     255   

  Goering, Reichsmarschall Hermann    
  joke about Soviet POWs,     219   

  Goettge patrol    
  example of Japanese perfi dy,     228   

  Great Britain    
  aerial bombing by in World War I,     249–250  
  blockade of Germany and Austria-Hungary 

by during World War I,     257–258  
  conduct on the high seas during World War 

II,     261–262  
  did not ratify all provisions of Hague 

Conventions for conduct on the high 
seas,     257  

  escalation of aerial bombing during World 
War II,     251–252  

Geneva Convention on POWs 1929 (cont.)
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  German attacks on British shipping during 
World War I,     258–259  

  internment of civilians during World War 
I,     267  

  leading role in negotiation of 1929 Geneva 
Convention on POWs,     297  

  public commitments not to use gas during 
World War II,     245  

  public opinion on POWs,     208  ,   209  
  public opinion supported blockade during 

World War I,     273  
  public pledge not to bomb civilians at 

outbreak of World War II,     251  
  response to fi rst successful chemical 

attack,     242  
  strategic bombing of Germany during World 

War II,     252–253  
  submarine warfare by Germany against 

during World War II,     260–261  
  treatment of civilians during World War 

II,     269  
  treatment of Italian POWs after surrender in 

World War II,     232  
  tried to limit submarine warfare during the 

interwar period,     260   
   Great Escape, The .        See  Sagan mass escape  
  Greece, laws of war in ancient,     289  
  Grief, Avner    

  critique of his argument about institutions,   
  294–295     

  Habermas, Jurgen,     32  
  Hague Conventions    

  provisions on aerial bombing,     247–248   
  Hague Conventions 1899,     61 

  French use of gas shells violated,     242  
  German justifi cation for use of chemical 

weapons at Ypres,     66  
  performance in protecting POWs during 

World War I,     205  
  provisions for conduct on the high seas,   

  256–257  
  provisions for protection of civilians,     267  
  provisions on chemical weapons,     241  
  provisions to protect civilians,     264  ,   265    
  treatment of POWs in,     296   

  Hague Conventions 1907,     61 
  banned no quarter,     204  
  conditions on food for POWs,     200  
  conditions on labor of POWs,     201  
  declaration of war and,     167  

  performance in protecting POWs during 
World War I,     205  

  provisions for conduct on the high seas,   
  256–257  

  provisions for prisoners of war,     193  
  provisions for protection of civilians,     267  
  provisions on chemical weapons,     241  
  provisions to protect civilians,     264  ,   265    
  Soviet willingness to follow for POWs 

during World War II,     218  
  treatment of offi cers as POWs,     202  
  treatment of POWs in,     296   

  Harris, Arthur “Bomber”    
  head of Bomber Command,     252  
  justifi ed aerial bombing of Germany,     274   

  hazard rate    
  defi nition of,     186  
  of fi rst violations,     137  
  of responses to fi rst violations,     138   

  high seas, conduct on    
  atrocities during World War II,     263  
  blockade of Germany and Austria-Hungary 

by Great Britain and France during 
World War I,     257–258  

  clarifi cation of coding of violations on,     156  
  developments during the interwar 

period,     260  
  during World War I,     257–260  
  during World War II,     260–263  
  by Great Britain during World War II,   

  261–262  
  by Japan during World War II,     262–263  
  justifi cations for violations during World 

War I,     259–260  
  predictions of model about,     85  
  problems posed by submarines for prize 

rules,     258  
  Q-ships as British response to submarines 

during World War I,     259  
  sinking of hospital ships during World War 

I,     259  
  by Soviet Union during World War II,     263  
  summary,     263–264  
  treaty provisions,     256–257  
  by United States during World War II,     262   

  Himmler, Heinrich    
  encouraged lynching of downed airmen,     211   

  Hirohito, Emperor,     1  
  Hitler, Adolf    

  approved unrestricted submarine 
warfare,     261  
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  denied that the Athenia had been sunk by a 
U-boat,     260  

  did not encourage lynching of downed 
airmen,     211  

  little interest in POW affairs,     212  
  no intention to follow 1929 Geneva 

Convention on POWs on Eastern 
Front,     217  

  ordered aerial bombing of London,     252  
  ordered discipline against civilians during 

invasion of France in 1940,     268  
  ordered killing of POWs after Sagan mass 

escape,     210  
  refused to use chemical weapons during 

World War II,     246  
  rejected Soviet overtures to comply with 

Hague Convention for POWs,     218  
  in the Shackling Crisis,     209   

  Hiwis (Soviet POWs enlisted in German 
Army),     199  

  hospital ships    
  attack on by Soviet Union during World 

War II,     263  
  sinkings during World War I,     259   

  Huth, Paul    
  critique of his argument about civilian 

victimization,     271–274     

  identity    
  combatant as social role in the laws of 

war,     31  
  defi nition of as social role,     31  
  diffi culties of,     32–33  
  intersubjective nature of,     10–11  
  national,     31  
  norms attached to,     31  
  as social role,     31  
  source of interests,     53   

  imitation    
  in evolutionary game theory,     285  
  mechanism of change in norms,     280   

  individual violations    
  vs. state violations,     123–124   

  individual vs. state violations    
  effect on reciprocity in the dyad,     180   

  individuals, violations by.        See  violations by 
individuals  

  initiation of war    
  effect on compliance in statistical 

analysis,     178   
  initiator of a war    

  defi nition of as variable,     163   
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  as constellations of equilibria of multiple 

games,     291–293  
  constructivist claim they are ineffi cient,     277  
  critique of Grief’s argument about,     294–295  
  how they evolve,     293–294  
  optimal design of,     278  
  overview of how they change,     291  
  POW system as example of evolution over 

time,     295–298  
  stability of as constellations of 

equilibria,     279  
  why they are ineffi cient,     290   

  intensity of war    
  effect on compliance,     130  
  effect on compliance in statistical 

analysis,     178  
  effect on reciprocity in the dyad,     180  
  effect on total compliance in the dyad,     182  
  measure of as variable,     164   

  interests    
  defi nition of,     53  
  vs. preferences,     53–54   

  internalization    
  mechanism for law and norms,     113   

  internalization of norms.        See  norms: 
internalization of  

  International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC)    

  drafted treaty to protect civilians during 
interwar period,     267  

  founding of,     61  
  Japan blocked during World War II,     225  
  lack of cooperation with by Soviet Union 

and Germany during World War 
II,     218  

  leading role in negotiation of 1929 Geneva 
Convention,     297  

  monitor of POWs in World War I,     203  
  role in negotiation of 1929 Geneva 

Convention on POWs,     206   
  International Criminal Court (ICC),     305  
  international humanitarian law.        See  laws 

of war  
  international law    

  constructivist view of,     10  
  fosters strategic expectations,     7  
  how it fosters strategic expectations,     7  
  implications of evolutionary game theory 

for,     289–290  
  legitimacy of always in question,     320  
  liabilities of unilateral obligation for,   
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  realist view of,     9  ,   14  
  sources of compared to sources of common 

conjecture,     283  
  why different areas differ,     18   

  international negotiations    
  vector of change in norms,     280   

  international organizations    
  vector of change in norms,     280   

  Iraq war 2003,     301  
  Iraq-Iran War    

  use of chemical weapons in,     63   
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  differences in compliance and 

reciprocity,     128  
  effect on compliance in statistical 

analysis,     178  
  effect on total compliance in the 

dyad,     180  
  ranking of compliance across,     127  
  ranking of in terms of average 

compliance,     178   
  Italy    

  did not ratify all provisions of Hague 
Conventions for conduct on the high 
seas,     257  

  did not ratify Hague Conventions,     264  
  treatment of civilians during World War 

I,     267  
  treatment of POWs after surrender in World 

War II,     232  
  use of chemical weapons against 

Ethiopia,     244   
  iterated Prisoners’ Dilemma.        See  Prisoners’ 

Dilemma: iterated    

  Japan    
  aerial bombing of Chinese cities,     253  
  attitude toward POWs,     225  
  blocked the activities of the ICRC during 

World War II,     225  
  camp conditions in World War II,     225  
  change in policy towards POWs during 

interwar period,     236  
  conduct on the high seas by during World 

War II,     262–263  
  did not centrally direct abuse of POWs 

during World War II,     226–227  

  did not ratify 1925 Geneva Protocol on 
CBW,     244  

  Enemy Airmen Act of 1942,     1  
  few Japanese taken prisoner in World War 

II,     227–228  
  military training about surrender in World 

War II,     229–230  
  perfi dy during World War II,     228  
  signed but did not ratify 1929 Geneva 

Convention on POWs,     224  ,   236  
  statement on applicability of 1929 Geneva 

Convention on POWs during World 
War II,     224  

  strategic bombing of during World War II,   
  253–254  

  treatment of civilians during World War II,     269  
  treatment of POWs by Soviet Union after 

end of World War II,     233  
  treatment of POWs during Russo-Japanese 

War and World War I,     236  
  use of chemical weapons against China,     244   

  Japanese Military Field Code ( Senjinkun )    
  stigmatized surrender,     229   

  joint military command    
  effect on statistical variables,     161   

  joint ratifi cation    
  compliance and reciprocity under,     119–121  
  defi nition of as variable,     161–162  
  effect on declaration of war,     168  
  effect on reciprocity in statistical 

analysis,     174  
  effects on individual vs. state violations,     124  
  how it reduces effect of relative power on 

compliance,     129  
  hypotheses on,     87  
  POW cases as hypothesis test of,     237–238  
  role of in POWs during World War II on the 

Western Front,     214   
   jus ad bello     

  defi nition of,     60   
   jus ad bellum     

  defi nition of,     60   
  justifi cation    

  based on norms,     31  
  convey legitimacy,     32  
  of fi rst chemical attack from Hague 

Conventions,     242  
  relies on shared understanding of 

meaning,     32  
  of violations of conduct on the high seas 

during World War I,     259–260   
  justifi cations    

  diffi culties of,     32–33     
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  law of war    
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  self-interested interpretation of,     65–67  
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  strategic logic of,     59  
  strategic logic of combat model,     307–309  
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  three strategic problems facing,     70–71  
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  law-bound states    
  democracies,     114   

  legal clarity    
  about aerial bombing in Hague 

Conventions,     247–248  
  effect on compliance and reciprocity,     124  
  effect on reciprocity in statistical 

analysis,     175  
  effect on reciprocity in the dyad,     180  
  how lack of contributed to spread of aerial 

bombing during World War II,     254  
  lack of concerning aerial bombing during 

World War II,     251  
  lack of opened space for self-interested 
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  legal clarity of violations    

  coding for,     150   
  legal obligation.        See also  joint ratifi cation 
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  interaction with regime type in producing 

compliance,     131  
  regime type and,     113  
  two views of,     113   

  legal principles    
  as way to deal with disagreements,     56   
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  rests on shared understanding,     32   
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  response to his argument about military 
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  Luftwaffe    
  military culture of,     270  
  terror bombings by,     271   

   Lusitania     
  sunk by German submarine,     258     

  magnitude of violations    
  coding for,     150  
  precedence in coding,     151   

  managerial school of international law,     14  
  medieval sociology of international 

relations,     20  
  Middle Ages    

  law of war in the,     306   
  military culture.        See  culture, military  
  military discipline    

  evidence that it produces compliance,     136  
  induced by ICC,     304  
  POW cases as hypothesis test of,     238  
  used by Japan to prevent surrender,     230   

  military discipline model    
  equilibrium of,     94  
  formal statement of,     94–95  
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  informal description of,     74–75  
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  military necessity    
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  minmax strategy    
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  model of war.        See  state to state model  
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  monitoring in military discipline model    
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  mustard gas,     247  
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  mutual knowledge    

  defi nition of,     28n3     
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  results from evolutionary game theory,     278   
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  mechanism of change in norms,     279   

  neorealism.        See  norms: neorealist view of  
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  in aerial bombing in World War II,     254  
  in camp conditions in the Pacifi c theater in 

World War II,     226  
  compared across case studies of 

issues,     275  
  created by sinkings of ships carrying 

POWs,     227  
  effect on compliance and reciprocity,     130  
  effect on reciprocal enforcement,     43  
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and high-noise issues,     136  
  how fi rewalls prevent escalation from,     81  
  how it varies across issues,     128  
  how ratifi cation and regime type change its 
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  hypotheses on compliance and,     87  
  in iterated Prisoners’ Dilemma,     41  
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  248–249  
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  issues with low,     128  
  in the laws of war,     62  
  limited role in conduct on the high 

seas,     263  
  not important for chemical warfare,     246  
  perfi dy as source of,     70  
  public vs. private signals,     45–46   

  norm cascade    
  change in norms through,     280   

  norms    
  attached to identity,     31  
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constructivism,     280  
  common conjecture models,     40  
  communication and,     50  
  constitutive vs. regulative,     30  
  constructivist view of,     9  
  defi nition of,     30  
  diffi culties of,     32–33  
  internalization of,     30  
  intersubjective nature of,     10–11  
  mechanisms of change in,     277  
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  occupation, military    
  provisions for in Hague Conventions,     264   

  off the equilibrium path, moves    
  defi nition of,     26  

  O’Neill, Barry,     50   
  Ottawa Treaty on land mines,     303  
  outcome of war    

  defi nition of as variable,     164   
  outlying cases of compliance    

  defi nition of,     132     

  Pareto optimality    
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  defi nition of,     62  ,   69  
  effect on strategic expectations of U.S. 

soldiers,     228–229  
  by Japanese during World War II,     228  
  operates like noise,     70  
  POWs in World War I,     204  
  POWs in World War II on the Western 

Front,     215  
  Q-ships during World War I,     259  
  responses to,     70   

  persuasion    
  mechanism of change in norms,     280   

  Player 1 Exploits Player 2 equilibrium of 
iterated Prisoners’ Dilemma,     37  

  Poland    
  killing of civilians by Germany,     267  
  treatment of POWs by Germany during 

World War II,     235   
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  abstract principles in,     7  
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  preplay negotiation    
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  common conjecture in iterated,     35  ,   36  
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  iterated,     34–40  
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iterated.       ( see  N-round Punishments 
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  Player 1 Exploits Player 2 equilibrium of 
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  description of treaties on,     193–194  
  evolution of system over time,     295–298  
  interrogation of,     197  
  Japanese attitude towards,     225  
  predictions of model about,     86  
  reasons to kill on the battlefi eld,     195  
  recruitment of,     199  
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  strategic logic behind the lines,     197  
  strategic logic of,     199  
  strategic logic of in camps,     198–199  
  strategic logic of on the battlefi eld,     195–196  
  why states disagree about how to treat 
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  attitudes towards surrender,     204  
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  camp conditions,     200–204  
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  perfi dy,     204  
  protecting powers,     203  
  work conditions,     201  

  in World War II
culture as explanation for treatment 

of,     234  
  death rate for those held afterwards,     232  
  death rates of,     206  
  Eastern Front

conditions in German camps,     218–219  
  conditions in Soviet camps,     220  
  efforts to discourage surrender,     222–223  
  estimates of summary executions of,     222  
  German plans for handling Soviet 

POWs,     217–218  
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  overview,     217  
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  monitoring conditions,     210  
  overview,     208  
  prosecution of crimes in camps,     213  
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  reasons for killing,     215  
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  role of joint ratifi cation,     214  
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  Sagan mass escape,     210–211  
  Shackling Crisis,     209  
  strategic expectations on,     216  
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  treatment in U.S. and British camps,     213   
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  defi nition of,     25  
  discounting in iterated,     35  
  iterated with social matching,     47  
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  uncertainty about moves in iterated,     40   

  prize rules    
  problems posed by submarines for,     258   

   Prominente , the.        See  prisoners of war (POWs)  
  proportionality    

  as test in laws of war,     62   
  protected people and sites,     61 

  how they are distinguished from military 
targets,     62   

  protecting powers    
  Switzerland during the Sagan mass 

escape,     211  
  Switzerland during World War II,     213  
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  Canada on POWs held by Japan,     226  
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  supported British blockade during World 

War I,     273   
  pure coordination game    

  defi nition of,     25     

  Q-ships    
  adopted by Great Britain during World 

War I,     259   
  quality of compliance data    

  coding for,     152     

  Rape of Nanking,     269  
  ratifi cation of treaties    

  hypotheses on compliance and,     87  
  its effect on noise,     128  
  public signal of acceptance of norm,     55  
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  as public signal of acceptance of norm,     57  
  screening effects of.         ( see  screening through 
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  effect on total compliance in the dyad,     180   
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  role of on POWs during World War II on the 
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  role of on POWs during World War II on the 
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ratifi cation of treaties (cont.)
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